
Lynx 3510 Industrial PoE Switch 



Ideal for a vast set of applica ons and use cases





Tunnel networks
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High-capacity network example

Lynx 3510– Tunnel Networks

1 Gbps FRNTv2 sub-ring
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 PoE devices
 Non-PoE systems

High-capacity network example

Lynx 3510– Tunnel Networks
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Power over Ethernet -> 8 ports with up to 240W of PoE capacity!
Redundancy with fast fail-over -> 20ms anywhere in the network!
 IGMP with fast leave and the ability to support lots of cameras -> up to 2048 MC groups!
Network segmenta on with priori za on -> VLANs and QoS!

Applica on requirements

Lynx 3510– Tunnel Networks



Trackside networks
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 Trackside AID systems
 Railroad crossing monitoring
 People on the tracks monitoring
 Outdoor cameras PoE+

Applica on examples

Lynx 3510– Trackside Networks
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 Powering WiFi Access Points 
 PoE+ for AP power 
 CBTC systems 
 Sta on and Depot APs for 

train offloading  

Applica on examples

Lynx 3510– Trackside Networks
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Power over Ethernet -> 8 ports with up to 240W of PoE capacity!
Redundancy with fast fail-over -> 20ms anywhere in the network!
 IGMP with fast leave and the ability to support lots of cameras -> up to 2048 MC groups!
Network segmenta on with priori za on -> VLANs and QoS
Environmental approvals -> Trackside according to EN 50121-4/IEC 62236-4

Applica on requirements

Lynx 3510– Trackside Networks



Mari me networks
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Lynx 3510– Mari me Networks

Applica on examples
 Mari me IP-cameras 

 Ports  Offshore
 On-board vessels
 Oil rigs
 Wind farms
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Power over Ethernet -> 8 ports with up to 240W of PoE capacity!
Redundancy with fast fail-over -> 20ms anywhere in the network!
 IGMP with fast leave and the ability to support lots of cameras -> up to 2048 MC groups!
Network segmenta on with priori za on -> VLANs and QoS
Environmental approvals -> Trackside according to EN 50121-4/IEC 62236-4
Environmental approvals -> Mari me according to DNV-GL

Applica on requirements

Lynx 3510– Mari me Networks


